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Congenital optic disc anomalies that can significantly impair visual function include
excavation of the optic disc and optic nerve hypoplasia. Optic disc excavations include
Optic disc coloboma, Morning Glory Syndrome (MGS), Peripapillary staphyloma and
Optic disc pit. We describe A case of a 70 year old lady with MGS, and the role of 3D
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) in the management of MGS.
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Introduction

clumping; corresponding to an enlarged blind spot there is anomalous
branching of the central retinal vessels and mild elevation of the optic
disc rim tissue. The retinal vessels are increased in number and tend to
run to the peripheral retina in a straighter course than normal (Figures
2,4&5).

MGS is an uncommon congenital optic disc anomaly, which
was first described by Kindler.1 It is characterized by an enlarged
funnel-shaped dysplastic disc with glial tissue. The retinal vessels
are increased in number, appear to arise from the disc edge and run
an abnormally straight course over the peripapillary retina.2,3 Retinal
detachment may occur in about one-third of cases of MGS.4,5 The
retinal detachments can be associated with slit-like retinal break at
the edge of the excavated anomalous disc6 or a retinal hole in tissue
lying within the optic cup.7−9 These provide a fluid pathway between
the vitreous cavity and the subretinal space. In such a situation an
OCT especially 3D is highly beneficial.9−11 In this case the 3D OCT
of the anomalous disc confirmed there were no predisposing factors
for a retinal detachment and the patient was not at risk of developing
retinal detachment.

Case presentation
A 70 years old lady was referred to the Aberystwyth Eye Centre
for a suspicious Left optic disc and a reduced visual acuity in the left
eye which did not improve with refraction. There was no significant
past ocular history. She had been treated in the past for a Grade III CA
Breast with radiotherapy, debulking and chemotherapy. She was not
on any medications and did not have a family history of glaucoma,
hereditary retinal or optic nerve anomalies.

Figure 1 Right eye, Disc Appearance.

Examination
On examination her BCVA were (Figure 1) RE: 6/5+2 and (Figure
2) LE: 6/9-3, her extraocular movements were normal. There were
no phorias or tropias and there was no nystagmus. Her colour vision
tested with Ishihara’s colour plates was normal. The anterior segments
were unremarkable and there was no RAPD. Intra ocular pressures
were RE: 16 mm Hg and LE 18 mm Hg.

Fundus
RE: Normal (Figures 1&3).
LE: The left optic disc showed peripapillary atrophy and pigment
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Figure 2 Left Eye.
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Investigations
Humphrey’s Visual Fields revealed an enlarged Blind spot in the
left eye (Figures 6 & 7).

Figure 3 Right eye. Red Free Fundus Photographs.

Figure 6 Right Eye. Humphrey’s Visual Fields

Figure 4 Left eye.

Figure 5 Left Disc: Magnified view

Figure 7 Left eye-Enlarged Blind Spot.
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RE: Normal.
LE: Did not show any evidence of slit like retinal break at the edge of
the anomalous disc or a hole in the optic disc on 3D OCT.

Neuroimaging
The patient did not show any neurologic signs or symptoms
therefore neuroimaging was not considered.

Discussion

Figure 8 OCT.

Excavated optic disk anomalies, such as morning glory syndrome,
peripapillary staphyloma, and optic disk coloboma, are rare. These
can significantly impair visual function.3 If present alone per sec or
when associated with complications. One major complication of MGS
is Rhegmatogenous retinal detachment. A slit-like retinal break at the
edge of the excavated disc anomaly provides a direct communication
between the subretinal space and the vitreous cavity.6,10 Retinal
reattachment and useful vision has been achieved after a single
procedure of vitrectomy and gas tamponade. The other etiology of
retinal detachment in MGS is presence of a hole in tissue lying within
the optic disc anomaly of the morning glory syndrome which provides a
communication for fluid between the subretinal space and the vitreous
cavity. Vitreous replacement with silicone oil resulted in the migration
of silicone bubbles into the subretinal space.7 Our patient had reduced
BCVA of 6/9-3 in the left eye, since childhood. However our concern
in this patient was to rule out any risk of retinal detachment associated
with MGS, and therefore besides other investigations we considered
it appropriate to perform a 3 D OCT on her. This showed no evidence
to suggest either a retinal break or a hole within the optic disc. We
therefore conclude that 3D OCT of the optic nerve head is a valuable
investigation in the management of a case of MGS.
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